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At present thn pnsoibi ljty of (asing toroidnl 
magnetic fields for the inrrcnsc? of intensity 
of nccelerot.ed hftamn is widely dixusged in 
scientific Ijteraturr on ncceleration 
physico. 
Tn Rcfs [1,21 it was proposed to une a 
time constant toroidal mapnctic field ao a 
magnetic path of tlVCr<lgC energy induction 
nccelcriitor nnd ntoring rings, where thr 
vertical drift of particles wao suppressed by 
means of pairs of quodrupolr lenses regularly 
spaced along the tot-11s. The use of nn 
alternating sign toroidal magnetic field as a 
magnetic path in wide energy range of 
accelerated electron beam:; (from several kcV 
to some McVl was dincucl~ed jn Refs C3,41. Tn 
surh a system the vertical dri.ft of 
particles ' a. 
compensated lzy an 

oeparatc section is 
inveroe drift in the 

noighboring section. The toroidal magnetic 
field was reported in f5,61 to be applied in 
a modified betotron in .lddition to a 
convc~ntional bctxt.ron field at the initial 
stage of acceleration with the view of 
rnorntial enhancement of the: current of 
accelerated particles- 
Tn the present work the nonlinear dynamics of 
r:lectrons in time-constant alternating-aim 
toroidal magnetic field is considered on the 
basin of Hamiltonian fnrmaljsm. 
Let N be the number of magnetic path periods 

2nR 
<tact1 of 2 1 = -0 0 N length, consisting of 

sections of toroidal magnetic fields of 
opposite directions. Here H io the 0 major 

radius of the torus and lo is the length of 

one coil. The ends of toroidal solenoids are 
assumed to be closely situated- Assuming that 
1 0 CC R. (N>>l), one can write the vector 

potential of the magnetic field of such a 
configuration in cylindrical system of axes 
(r,e.z) a8 171 
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Ind where Ao=-- 2 

I - the current in coil windings 
II - the number of loops per unit length 
cl=20 - the minor diameter of torus 0 

6X k= rr(2lKtl) 

I. (z) and K, (z) are modiii(:tl first-order 

J&&se1 functions 

111 the absence 
Hamiltonian funct 

uf electric field the 
on is known to be 

l/2 
2 t m 'c2 

0 
I 

(2) 

where iii -- the vect,or of canonical momentum 
mo- the rest, masti of ,111 electron 
c the LI~KXXJ of light 

A-' the time independent vecto1 
potential dctermir~cd by the 
formula (1) 

e the cJlurgc: of arl electron 

As the Hamiltonian function io not 
cxplicitely time-dependent, it io an integral 
of motion and we can equnlc it to the total 
energy ol: an electron. 
After the canonical transformation of 
variablcn (r,O,z)->(p.e,p) 
(p and Q are the polar coordinatea 
cross-section of torus) 

in Lhe 

1 - R. = ,L COB 4 

z = p sin P 

i 

pz= P, con ,CJ - P,‘,sin u 

Pz- %sin p + P+;cos vI 

one can reduce thio problem 
equivalent one with simpler Jl.Xll 
function 

0 - 

to ill1 

iltonian 

(3) 

y;'+ Y; 
lT(xl, x,, Y1' Y.pz-- (x1,x7)1 

2 
L_ ++ [y3+h 

P Pet P 
where ylz + ; y2=p ; -rv - 

y3- P ' 

(4) 

art-’ 

new canonical momenta, 

XII -c; x= 
11 2 

3; 
I7 x = p ;- are 

3 0 
corresponding coordinates. 

eA 
p =---!L- 

PC ' 

p the momentlun of an electron. 
As the new IJamiltonian in independent of 

x3= c , the corresponding momentum 
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rno#*> $ + 7 h(x1,x2) 
y3:. _-.-- ____-.-_ L c.nst 

P (5) 

that is an expression of Bush theorem of the 
corl:,ervation of angular momentum. With the 

initial conditions $0: 0; x = + 1 we have 20 - 

y3- 0 and the Hamiltonian could be written 

in the standard form with variables 
"action--angle" 

2 2 
y1+y:, 

wX1’X2’Y1’Y2)= -2 --'+ qyg yoqxl'x2)* 2 

*h&x 1-x2) (6) 

Using the series expansion of Bessel 
function into the powers of argument [8] 

11(z) = + 
5zr-l" m! r (m+2) 
m=O 

one can normalize the Hamiltonian by writing 
it in the following form 
H = Ii0 + H2 + H4 + _____ (7) 

where o 

(8) 

(-l)nKl(~~k~O)K1( -~n-kxO)Cnk(x2)* 
=o 

* JL. 
n-k 

'0 x 0 l0 

crLk = cos (Zk+l) x2 cos C2(n-~k)tll x2 

The ;~llowance in the expression (7) for 
terms up to the quadratic Hamilt,onian leads 
us from canonical equations 

(9) 
clx 3H hi 
d ; 

i -. ~___ _ _ at1 _ 
aYi ' dr ax 7 

i-1,2 
i 

to Hill equations with respect l.o x 

0 . 
x1 + L 

2 
Cao+ IT m=l 

am(xo) cos 2mx2] x1= 0 

X2- y20’ + x2o (10) 

where the top dot denotes the 
differentiation with respect to 
dimensionless variable :, the solution of 
which js obtained with the help of Plokier 
functions. 
The points of unstable motion in the linear 
approximation c41 are in reality narrow 
si,rips which begin in the points 

o = k2; k = 1, 2, 3,.... (11) 

on the positive semi axes a 

2 
2v a 

0 _ 

As it seen from (7) a0 > al and the motion 

is almost generally stable. However, already 
for x0 = 2 (i.e. the length of coil becomes 

equal to its diameter) a0 Z al and the 

"islets" of unstable motion enlarge and we 
approach the instability range. 
Solving the equation (10) by means of Hill 
or averaging method, one can obtain highly 
accurate solutions of canonical equations 
(9) after an appropriate canonical 
transformation using the subsequent term of 
expansion (7). This transformations and 
final results are rather cumbersome, and it 
is difficult to estimate and check them. 
However, it is possible to draw conclusions 
about the solutions (9) even without the 
solution of these equations. 
As in the normalized Hamiltonian (7) the 
quadratic part is a function of fixed sign, 
then taking it. as the Lyapunov function, we 
can conclude ~,n the basis of Mozer theorem 
C91 that the stability conditions 
2 lJ2 a0 f k2; k = 1, 2, 3 ,.__._ (12) 
a >a 0 1 

are sufficient for the existence of 
solution5 of exact equations, which are 
stable in the sense of Lyapunov stability. 
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Fig. 1. Electron radial oscil lilt ion 
trajectories in altt?rrlat i ng -:;it:ri 
toroidal magneti C: field:;. Al 1 
parameters are g:iven in t;lkc: txxi 
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Fig _ 2 _ Elect.ron longitunin~ll o::rillirt,ior~ 
t,r;kj(3ckorics in alt.c~rn;iting :iiEn 
toro id;1 1 7nsgnet.i.c fir:l.dn. All 
paramr?tcrs are f?iven in the; text. 
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Shown in Fig.1 are the plots of radial 
oscillations (vertical oscillations differ 
from the radial ones by the phase shift of 
il / 2) versus the dimensionless time r, which 
were obtained on a computer for the values 
of characteristic parameter :J = 0.04; 0.4; 
10.4. In Fig. 2 the dependence of 
longitudinal oscillations on r is given for 
the same values of parameters. For the 
magnetic field intensity in the center of 
the coil HO=1500 Oersted (for warm magnets), 

Ro= 150 cm, d = 4 cm, N = 30 (the length of 

the coil is 15 cm), the kinetic energy of 

Ek % 6 MeV corresponds to ii = 0.04, and 

Ek%10 kev corresponds to v = 10-4. In all 

the cases the values of initial coordinates 
and velocities are r - Ro= 0.1 cm; zo=O.l cm 0 

V %V =z 0.01 vos- 

As"f;t szzn from Fig.1 and Fig.2 when 
electron energy grows from 10 keV to 

the 
nearly 

1 MeV ( to relativistic velocities), then 
the compression of ellipses in momenta takes 
place, and with further increase in energy 
in relativistic range the extension of 
ellipses in directions of both axes occurs _ px 
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Fig-S. Electron phase trajectories in 
alternatingsign toroidal magnetic 
fields. All parameters are given in 
the text. 

We see in Fig-Z?, that small amplitude 
periodical oscillations overlap the 
monotonous growth of longitudinal motion. 
The amplitude of these oscillations increase 
with the growth of initial transverse 
velocities to values Vtr/ Vlon% 1 / v and the 

edging transient field of coils may serve 
as a magnetic trap. 
The restrictions on maximum attainable 
electron energy stem from the vertical drift 
within one element of periodicity- At the 
application of superconducting solenoids one 
can increase the magnetic field intensity by 
more than one order of magnitude and hence 
essentially increase the energy of 
accelerated beams. 
In Fig.3 the phase patterns of transverse 
oscillations are given for the same values 
of the system parameters. 
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